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Anniversary Address 2008: President of the Royal Society, Lord Rees of Ludlow 

First, let me congratulate those who have received awards this afternoon.  Their achievements exemplify 
the range of excellence that the Society covers. 

I hope I'll be forgiven for singling out the Copley Medallist for special mention.  I first heard Roger 
Penrose lecture when I was a student:  he was describing his then-newly-discovered 'singularity theorem' 
I didn't understand much of what he said.  But I gained the insistent impression - reinforced over the 
years - of a very exceptional mind at work.  Roger not only thinks more deeply than most physicists, but 
in a very distinctive way.  He can envisage four or more dimensions as readily as most of us can visualise 
three. 

For several decades, Roger has kept his gaze focussed on some of science's greatest mysteries.  He also 
exemplifies how a great scientist can engage with the public with few compromises.  His books - 
especially The Emperor's New Mind, an exhilarating romp through all his intellectual enthusiasms - have 
been best sellers.  So even was his latest book The Road to Reality - despite having thousands of 
equations that would challenge even a mathematical PhD.  And his lectures draw crowds only matched 
by Hawking and Dawkins. 

It's not new for distinguished FRSs to be successful authors - one thinks, for instance, of Eddington and 
Medawar.  And among our contemporaries, there's this year's Faraday winner John Barrow and several 
previous recipients of that award.  But of course, many of the most accomplished communicators of 
science are interpreters and synthesisers rather than active researchers.  David Attenborough has been 
supreme among them for more than 50 years; Bill Bryson has marvellously conveyed his zest and 
enthusiasm for 'almost everything' to millions.  And we're delighted that both of them are now involved 
with the Society and its plans for 2010. 

In the past, great science didn't always need interpreters.  For instance, Charles Darwin's Origin of 
Species was plainly an epochal contribution to science, but it was readily accessible - indeed a fine work 
of literature.  Its impact was immediate and profound - and of course resonates even more today, nearly 
150 years after its publication.  Many organisations are gearing up in 2009 to celebrate this anniversary, 
and the 200th anniversary of Darwin's birth - an unmissable opportunity to celebrate science and spread 
awareness of evolution and biodiversity. 

Darwin is a universally recognisable icon for the study of complexity - especially the living world. 

There's another celebration next year.  The International Year of Astronomy commemorates the 400th 
anniversary of Galileo's telescope.  2009 will be a year in which to marvel at what we've learnt about the 
cosmos, and to speculate about what more we'll learn via still more powerful telescopes - themselves a 
synergy between science and innovative technology. 

Both Darwin and Galileo pioneered fields that are intrinsically fascinating, and rich in conceptual impact. 
And there is a link between the two. Galileo discovered four moons orbiting Jupiter.  21st century 
telescopes will reveal planets orbiting distant stars - some resembling the Earth.  Is there life out there? 
How indeed did life begin here?  We may learn, before this century is out, whether Darwinian evolution a 
unique feature of the 'pale blue dot' in the cosmos that is our home - or whether Darwin's writ runs in 
the wider universe. 



Science is part of our culture - indeed it's the one truly global culture.  Protons, proteins and Pythagoras 
are the same from China to Peru. 

These two anniversaries in 2009 should showcase science as a curiosity-driven endeavour - permeating 
into wider culture.  We hope they will segue into 2010 where the Royal Society celebrates its own 350th 
anniversary by joining with other organisation and media to raise the profile of science.  And science has, 
as Francis Bacon taught our founders, two goals: enlightenment, and "the relief of man's estate".  Or in 
the words of a fairly recent President of the Society, George Porter: "There are two kinds of science: 
applied and not yet applied". 

It is a cultural deprivation not to be enlightened by Darwinism and cosmology.  But there is ambivalence, 
even wariness, about how some other sciences may be applied.  Public attitudes are shaped by many 
factors:  whether science is perceived to be 'running away' too fast; the ability of regulatory and 
institutional structures to keep pace with change; perceived benefits and risks; and ethical dilemmas. 

The Royal Society has a key role in ensuring that the best evidence and advice is available to policy 
makers.  In the last year we have been actively involved in advising the UK Government and international 
community on ways to improve nuclear security and biosecurity, and how to reduce the misuse of 
scientific research.  We have provided advice on the role of biofuels in providing an environmentally 
sustainable energy supply.  Most recently we have emphasised the risk to human health and the 
environment from air pollutants like ground level ozone. 

The Society is respected as an authoritative voice.  This is a status that we should cherish.  But the issues 
where the Society should put its reputation on the line are circumscribed.  Our 'core competence' is 
science - how it's done, how it's funded, how it's applied, and how it's taught.  In these areas, the 
Society should strive to articulate a consensus and exert maximal influence.  But we should be wary of 
pronouncing - as a body - on controversies that extend beyond our range of expertise and where our 
views don't represent an informed consensus.  After all, in other aspects of their lives – in their politics, 
nationality and religion - our Fellows span a diverse range of allegiances and opinions. 

It would surely be good if the scientific profession were less 'ghettoised' - if we participated more in 
politics and cultural debates, and if more of us ranked as 'public intellectuals' .  But we should do this as 
individuals, often with divergent perspectives. 

I'd like next to offer some thoughts stimulated by some items that attracted news coverage during the 
year. 

Europe and LHC 

First, some comments on Europe stimulated by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Geneva.  The 
razzmatazz surrounding its launch was in some respects over the top, but press comment was gratifyingly 
positive; there was a widespread view that the UK was right to commit about 1 percent of its science 
budget towards this inspirational project, and a hope that, through our high national profile in physics, 
we would recoup more than our pro-rata share of the action. 

The LHC is a Europe-led project, but it's more than that: it's destined to be the world's leading facility for 
particle physics for the next 15 year.  It's one exemplar of the benefits we derive from being meshed into 
Europe - the enlarged EU is an intellectual as well as economic superpower. 



CERN was the pathfinder, but it's not the only instance of a European consortium achieving global 
excellence.  The European Southern Observatory now has the world's best ground-based telescopes, on a 
mountaintop in Chile.  And the European Space Agency (ESA), despite a much smaller budget than 
NASA, is an acknowledged success.  Indeed ESA could gain an ascendancy over NASA if it focussed on 
environmental and science projects, miniaturisation and robotics - and, if that happens, the UK should 
strive to increase our profile. 

These capital-intensive sciences aren't of course typical of research.  But they're good portents - they 
show that Europe can fully match the US if we optimally develop a European research community. 

As a young researcher 30 years ago, I met my counterparts from mainland Europe in the USA - that's 
where we all went to gain postdoctoral experience.  It was probably the same for others here.  Now 
things are different.  Young scientists are more likely to migrate within Europe.  The EU fellowships and 
collaborative network programmes, have been an effective stimulus and catalyst. 

And the European Research Council has gained confidence by the good start it has made: it deserves an 
expanded share of EU science funds. 

The European Commissioner for Science and Research, Janez Potočnik, recently called for a push "to 
transform Europe's research labyrinth into a European Research Area open to the world, attracting the 
best brains and contributing to address global challenges".  Navigating between economic meltdown and 
globalisation will force some tough choices, but these are nonetheless welcome sentiments.  Henry 
Kissinger once famously complained "when I want to speak to Europe, who do I call?”.  We shall need 
transnational decisions on more and more issues: innovative clean energy, and infrastructure of DC 
transmission lines, and suchlike.  To make such choices optimally there need to be a genuine EU-wide 
scientific advisory structure - if not even a European Chief Scientist! 

Climate and Energy 

These thoughts lead to my second topic, one that's perennially in the news: climate and energy.  At this 
year's G8 summit, in Japan, the member nations formally espoused the goal of reducing global CO2 
emissions, by 2050, to half the 1990 level.  This would correspond to just two tonnes of CO2 per year 
from each person on the planet.  For comparison, the current European figure is about 10, and the 
Chinese level is already 4.  To achieve such huge cuts without stifling economic growth - to turn around 
the curve of CO2 emissions well before 2050 - is a huge challenge. 

In the UK, the Climate Change Act has enshrined into law a commitment to making the necessary 80 
percent cuts by 2050. 

Realistically, there is no chance of reaching this target, nor of achieving real energy security, without new 
technologies.  And, of course, the involvement of not only the EU and G8, but India and China 
(increasingly dependent on coal) is crucial if global warming is indeed to be constrained. 

Even optimists about prospects in solar energy, advanced biofuels, fusion, and other renewables have to 
acknowledge that coal, oil and gas seem set to dominate the world's every-growing energy needs for at 
least the next 40 years.  So a priority should be a coordinated international effort to develop carbon 
capture and storage (CCS).  Carbon from power stations must be captured before it escapes in the 
atmosphere; and then piped to some geological formation where it can be stored without leaking out. 



It's crucial to agree a timetable, and a coordinated plan for the construction of CCS demonstration 
plants. 

To jump-start the programme might need 10 billion dollars a year of public funding worldwide.  But this 
is a small price to pay for bringing forward, by five years or more, the time when CCS can be widely 
adopted and the graph of CO2 emissions turned around before the atmospheric concentration irrevocably 
reach a threatening level.  In this country, the impending decision on the Kingsnorth power station, on 
which the Royal Society has expressed firm views, will send an important message. 

What can be the role of nuclear power?  The concerns are well known - this is an issue where both 
expert and lay opinions are divided.  This is a low-carbon technology that needs to be kept open, and an 
R&D effort is needed into new kinds of reactors.  I'm personally in favour of the UK having at least a 
replacement generation of nuclear power stations.  But the non-proliferation regime is fragile, and before 
being relaxed about an expanded world-wide programme of nuclear power, one would surely require 
extensive consideration of the various international fuel cycle initiatives being proposed, such as the fuel 
bank and leasing arrangement advocated by Mohamed el Baredei at the IAEA. 

Anxiety about global warming has led to growing interest not only in the impacts of climate change and 
adaptation, but, more radically, in so-called 'geo-engineering' projects that could counteract the climatic 
effects of increasing greenhouse gas production.  The Royal Society has embarked on a study of these 
ideas, which we hope will clarify what makes sense and what does not, and perhaps put a damper on 
some enthusiasms:  indeed, it may well reveal that there is no realistic alternative to mitigation efforts.  
The issues are potentially sensitive ones:  geo-engineering raises the kind of ethical issues that biologists 
already confront.  It would be essential to be confident of our level of understanding before embarking 
on adaptation projects - even more so before actively aiming to modify the climate system.  The requisite 
improvements in climate models in turn demand better data, better physics and more computer power. 

Global Development Issues and Threats 

Population growth, of course, aggravates all pressures on energy and environment.  Fifty years ago the 
world population was below 3 billion.  It has more than doubled since then, to 6.7 billion.  The 
percentage growth-rate has slowed, but it is projected to reach up to 9 billion by 2050.  The excess will 
almost all be in the developing world.  In 1950, Europe had three times Africa's population; in 2050, 
Africa will have three times Europe's. 

There is an extensive literature on the 'carrying capacity' of our planet - on how many people it can 
sustain without irreversible degradation.  The answer of course depends on lifestyle.  The world could not 
sustain its present population if everyone lived like present-day Americans or Europeans.  On the other 
hand, the pressures would plainly be eased if people travelled little and interacted via super-internet and 
virtual reality. 

If population growth continues even beyond 2050, one can't be other than exceedingly gloomy about 
the prospects.  However, there could be a turnaround.  There are now more than 60 countries in which 
fertility is below replacement level.  We all know the social trends that lead to this demographic transition 
- declining infant mortality, availability of contraceptive advice, women's education, and so forth.  If the 
transition quickly extended to all countries, then the global population could start a gradual decline after 
2050 - a development that would surely be benign. 



Continuing population growth makes it harder to break out of the poverty trap.  The rich world has the 
resources, if the will is there, to enhance the life-chances of the world's billion poorest people - relieving 
the most extreme poverty, providing clean water, primary education and other basics.  This is a 
precondition of achieving in Africa the demographic tradition that has occurred elsewhere.  The overseas 
aid from most countries is far below the UN's target of 0.7 percent of GNP.  It would surely be shameful, 
as well as against even our narrow self-interests, if the Millennium Goals set for 2015 were not met. 

Just as today's population couldn't be fed by yesterday's agriculture, a second green revolution may be 
needed to feed tomorrow's population.  The Society has initiated a major study on Biological approaches 
to enhance food-crop production; it will be chaired by one of the world's most distinguished plant 
scientists, David Baulcombe.  The study will address plant breeding, GM techniques, pest control and 
other issues.  But whatever we might think from our privileged positions in the West, the people who are 
living with the problems are surely vital parts of the solutions; we have been working with our African 
colleagues and others to launch capacity building programmes in Africa. 

There is, incidentally, a global trend towards urban living.  More than half the world's population is now 
urban.  Megacities are growing explosively.  Their rapid growth is leading to increasing levels of pollutants 
such as ground level ozone, with consequent environmental and health hazards.  And the fragile 
infrastructure in these vast conglomerations, coupled with the ability of mass air travel to carry infections 
around the world within a day, aggravate the consequences of pandemics. 

In our interconnected world, a pandemic could kill tens of millions, and cost trillions of dollars.  This is a 
global issue.  Whether or not a pandemic gets global grip may hinge on the efficiency of worldwide 
monitoring - on how quickly, for instance, a Vietnamese poultry farmer can diagnose or report any 
strange sickness.  Multiplying the impact by any reasonable estimate of the probability - the way we 
would calculate an insurance premium - we surely conclude that it is worth spending far more than the 
world currently does on measures to alleviate the risk of catastrophic pandemics. 

The UK Scene 

Let's now focus back on the UK scene. First, some comments on the universities: 

We're fortunate to be the only country outside the US with several 'research universities' near the top of 
the international league.  But there are tensions in our university system as a whole.  These are, at least in 
part, a consequence of our success in rapidly raising the participation rate almost to the American level, 
without acceptance that that we need to foster the same level of diversity among our institutions as in 
the US. 

All university students should be taught by faculty whose expertise extends well beyond the standard 
curriculum, and whose teaching is nourished by research, scholarship and reflective enquiry - that's what 
distinguishes a university from further education. 

But this doesn't require that all universities should offer PhD programmes in all subjects.  In the US 
thousands of universities award bachelor degrees, but less than 200 give PhDs.  Some of the best 
undergraduate education in the US is offered by liberal arts colleges, which teach undergraduates only. 
Professors in these institutions nonetheless pursue individual research, and scholarship.  That's just one 
benign example of the benefits of diversity in American higher education. 



And we should also move towards a system of 'credits' whereby someone who leaves university after two 
years isn't regarded as 'wastage', but can claim credit for having had two years of college, and feel free 
to return at a later date.  There is concordance, not conflict, between sustaining excellence and widening 
access. 

In my anniversary address last year, I expressed unease about how many of the best graduates in science 
and technology were being lured into the city, management consulting, and the like.  It's a fair bet that 
this year the balance will be different.  Finance will retain some allure; but it's in the UK's interest if more 
are attracted into other sectors.  Nothing would do more to attract the brightest and best of them into 
science than a strongly proclaimed national commitment to take a lead in developing what the world 
needs - clean and secure energy, vaccines against pandemics, better transport systems, better food-
growing and the rest. 

These issues cut right across Government.  But the recent reshuffle brings two ministers into new roles 
that offer real scope for leadership:  The first is Paul Drayson, the new science minister - who spoke 
excellently from this podium last month. The other is Ed Miliband, who heads the new Ministry for Energy 
and Climate Change.   At a time when much of government has an urgent focus on economic 
turbulence, these two men should be scanning the longer-term horizons, aiming to position the UK 
optimally in key high-tech areas. 

Paul Drayson himself made a fortune in pharmaceuticals.   He knows that his industry's success is 
grounded in the UK's strong research base:  Government support of biomedical sciences is 
complemented by the Wellcome Trust, major cancer charities, and of course the heavy R&D spend of the 
industry itself. 

But his earlier ministerial stint at the Ministry of Defence, where he oversaw procurement of high-tech 
equipment, will have convinced him that our manufacturing sector, particularly in physics-based industry, 
is patchy.  There is a paucity of major high-tech manufacturing companies in the UK.  Indeed the 
weakness of our electronics industry stems short-sighted policies and lost opportunities in the 1970s and 
1980s.  And the research base in physical sciences has no non-governmental sources of support to match 
the medical charities. 

A broad constituency is now urging the need for injecting more resources into physical sciences - a 
rebalancing of public funding to allow a 'catch up' by these subjects after the (appropriate and justifiable) 
prioritising of medical research in recent years.  I'm not thinking of the high-profile confusion within 
STFC.  My concerns are broader: with mathematics, all of physics, materials science and engineering - and 
indeed with the less favoured fields within the biological sciences (for instance, taxonomy and mycology). 

To attract outstanding researchers to academic research, there must be (as there is in leading US 
universities) reasonable prospects of responsive mode funding - higher than the current 10 percent 
success rate of some recent EPSRC grant rounds.  Without such prospects, our universities will sink lower 
in the world league.  So will the quality of the students who they train - and who, through varied career 
paths, spread expertise throughout the private and public sector. 

Paul Drayson should make common cause with Ed Miliband in prioritising energy security and clean 
energy.  We need to ensure that we can keep the lights on here - but, beyond that imperative, we should 
seize the chance to take a lead in developing 'clean' and sustainable energy to meet the entire world's 
growing needs.  Energy research is miniscule compared to the scale of the challenge.  In this country, 
despite welcome government initiatives, it is still on the same scale as it was in the pre-privatisation era of 



the 1980s.  The Americans are little better: their power companies spend less on research than their pet 
food industry does. 

As has been said before, this demands the priority and urgency of a new 'Manhattan Project'. It offers 
huge opportunities. Why shouldn't we in the UK raise our game in these fields, and aim to grasp a lead? 

Royal Society Matters 

Finally, I turn to the activities of the Royal Society itself.  Stephen Cox has summarised some key 
developments and initiatives.  The international dimension of our work is expanding.  The meeting of 
academies in the lead-up meeting to the G8 summit is now a regular feature of the calendar, as are the 
meetings of the IAC and IAP.  We are strengthening our links with the US National Academy of Sciences - 
indeed I'd like to record deep gratitude to Raymond and Beverly Sackler, good friends of the Society, for 
their generosity in donating matching endowments to us and to the NAS for regular joint activities. 

We are also developing our links with Africa.  In particular, we have launched two capacity building 
programmes - the Leverhulme and Pfizer programmes for research collaboration and institutional 
strengthening, respectively.  And we have piloted, in partnership with the Parliamentary Office of Science 
& Technology and the Ugandan National Academy of Science, the first MP-Scientist Pairing Scheme in 
Africa.  All programmes have generated a good deal of interest among African and donor organisations, 
and we will work hard to sustain them and integrate them with the efforts of other organisations 
including our international counterparts. 

Our Frontiers of Science programme, running since 2004, has expanded this year, with four meetings 
(Hong Kong, India, Germany and Japan) and three new partners.  Frontiers of Science brings together 
future leaders in science from the UK and strategic partner countries, from wide-ranging disciplines, to 
share information on the latest advances in their fields and to initiate collaborations.  We intend to 
arrange a further four such meetings over the next two years (with China, Brazil, Australia and the US). 

In the run-up to our 350th anniversary we aim, under the direction of James Wilsdon, to extend the 
reach, impact and influence of our policy work with UK, European and international decision makers.  A 
new strand of work on Valuing Science will scrutinise the economic, social, public and intrinsic values that 
science creates.  We are also planning a series of Global Science Reports which will explore a high profile 
theme linked to the globalisation of science (for example the future of international cooperation, or 
migration flows of scientists and engineers). 

Independence and the quality of our output is crucial.  But it's important that our policy statements have 
impact - that they end up on the right desks in Whitehall and elsewhere.  We maintain close relations 
with John Beddington, the Chief Scientific Advisor, under whose aegis the scientific input into ministries 
(via departmental CSAs) is becoming stronger and better coordinated. 

We welcome the appointment of Adrian Smith to the key governmental role of Director General of the 
Research Councils, and are glad that he intends engage with us as decisions are made about the next 
Comprehensive Spending Review. 

This is a time to recognise all that Adrian has done for the Society - particularly on the educational front. 
The rise in mathematics from the doldrums towards trendiness owes a lot to Adrian's leadership over 
many years, most recently as chair of ACME.  The introduction of two-subject GCSE should be a 



substantial boost.  The Society now hopes, with its partners on the SCORE consortium, to have an 
equivalent impact over the whole of science. 

Education is just one of the activities that engage our excellent staff.  I'd like to record thanks to all of 
those who keep the Society and its fine facilities humming with activity.  Our journals, our reports, our 
discussion meetings depend on engaging our Fellows and URFs, but also on the competence and 
dedication of the staff.  Stephen Cox mentioned many in his speech earlier this evening.  But I would like 
to reiterate, as last year, my admiration for the leadership that he and Ian Cooper provide. 

Finally, I want to acclaim my fellow Officers - their posts are honorary, but they are demanding and time-
consuming.  Each serves for five years, and one retires each year.  This year we lose David Read.  He is a 
world authority on fungi.  But he has coped magnificently with the more complex and recalcitrant forms 
of life he's encountered here, in the course of his multifarious activities as Biological Secretary.  He's had 
oversight of our URFs and other research appointments, as well as many policy studies.  He has 
contributed immensely to the collegial atmosphere among the officers - through his enthusiasm, his 
commitment, and his humour.  We'll miss him.  Our new Biological Secretary, Jean Thomas, is a worthy 
and distinguished replacement. 

We look forward to 2009 - the lead-up to our anniversary year - committed to ensuring that the Society 
remains worthy of its Fellowship and its traditions, and plays an expanded role in an era where science is 
ever more crucial to our and the world's future. 
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The Royal Society is a Fellowship of some 1400 outstanding individuals 
from all areas of science, and from mathematics, engineering and 
medicine, who form a global scientific network of the highest calibre. 
Fellows are elected by merit, not by field. Each year, up to 44 new Fellows 
are elected from the UK, Ireland and the Commonwealth and 8 Foreign 
Members from the rest of the world in a rigorous process of evaluation.  

Founded in 1660, the Society has three roles, as the UK academy of science 
promoting the natural and applied sciences, as a learned society, and as a 
funding agency. Our Fellows have contributed to many of the major scientific 
developments of the last three and a half centuries.  

As we approach our 350th Anniversary in 2010 we are refocusing our efforts 
around our five strategic priorities to ensure that our contribution to shaping 
the future of science in the UK and beyond has a real and enduring impact.  

We will:  
• Invest in future scientific leaders and in innovation  
• Influence policymaking with the best scientific advice  
• Invigorate science and mathematics education  
• Increase access to the best science internationally  
• Inspire an interest in the joy, wonder and excitement of scientific discovery  
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